A horrendous storm has swept in, forcing the player-characters to take shelter at the nearest coaching inn, the Dog & Bastard. They find themselves sharing the establishment with a number of other unfortunate travellers, and already tensions are evident. It's going to be a long night...

Parleothraxus
A demon in human guise, and oddly enough, a really nice guy. He just wants to be left alone to have a saucy evening with Lady Genevieve.

Balotelli
Outgoing, jolly and pleasant, Balotelli is one of the most cruel and ruthless assassins in the land, and cares only for money.

Lord Genevieve
Quick-witted and with a fondness for pranks, Genevieve finds the aristocracy stifling and dull. She is an excellent shot.

Baron Roosterlick
The Baron is a ruthless but honourable man, with a weakness for gambling and apple pies.

Septimus Drake
Drake is hunting a demon that he knows is able to change its shape, but is unaware of the demon's current disguise.

Oskar
Oskar thanks Drake is after him.

Bariusz Buullichen
Shy and somewhat envious of his brother's confidence, Bariusz is having second thoughts about working for Drake.

Occipitus Pendangle
An unscrupulous wizard and demonic cultist whose goal is to destroy the world. Well-spoken and funny and with a tendency to stare.

Bariaug
Bariug works for Drake.
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